


Danger!

GENERAL SAFETY GUIDELINES

In emergencies the instrument should be switched off immediately! Disconnect the power cable 
from the power supply!

When installing always observe local regulations!

Manufacturer is not liable for any unauthorized use or misuse of this product that may cause injury, 

damage to persons and / or materials.

Caution! Instrument must be accessible at all times for both operating and servicing. Access must not be 
obstructed in any way!

Feeder should be interlocked with a no-flow protection device to automatically shut-off the pumps 
when there is no flow!

Pumps and accessories must be serviced and repaired by qualified and authorized personnel only!

Always discharge the liquid end before servicing the instrument!

Empty and rinse the liquid end before work on a pump which has been used with hazardous or 
unknown chemicals!

Always read chemical safety datasheet!

Always wear protective clothing when handling hazardous or unknown chemicals!

Instrument must be operated / serviced by trained technicians only!

All connection operations must be performed while the instrument is not connected to main 
supply!

Missed activation for Min/Max alarm and Maximum Dosing Alarm may cause hazardous overdosing!

NORME CE
EC RULES(STANDARD EC)
NORMAS DE LA CE

Direttiva Bassa Tensione
Low Voltage Directive
Directiva de baja tensión

Direttiva EMC Compatibilità Elettromagnetica
EMC electromagnetic compatibility directive
EMC directiva de compatibilidad electromagnética

2014/35/UE

2014/30/UE

⎬
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Warning: proportional mode operates on 100 or 150 seconds basis



















Disposal of end-of-life equipment by users

This symbol warns you not to dispose of the product with normal waste. Respect human 
health and the environment by giving the discarded equipment to a designated collection 
center for the recycling of electronic and electrical equipment. For more information visit the 
online site.

When dismantling a pump please separate material types and send them according to local 
recycling disposal requirements. We appreciate your efforts in supporting your local Recycle 
Environmental Program. Working together we’ll form an active union to assure the world’s 
invaluable resources are conserved.
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